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EUROATLANTIC UNION: NEW WORLD ORDER 
AND OUR (EURO-ATLANTIC) CIVILIZATION

Over1the past decade the US, the EU and NATO involved 
in autocratic and absolutely unmotivated activities in Eu-
rope, and that has led the continent to the brink of a civili-
zational confl ict with the Muslim world and full loss of its 
ethnic and cultural identity. This tendency is further exac-
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erbated by the fact that the united Europe seems to be un-
able to unite before the threat, neither as the EU nor as the 
continental Europe as a whole. The EU does not recognize 
the fact that Russia, which is fully independent from the 
EU is also a part of Europe. The heart of the problem is 
that the entity that had been earlier known as Europe and 
must now be called the Euro-Atlantic Civilization (EAC) is 
autocratically controlled either by the US, separated from 
all potential war theaters by two oceans and thousands of 
kilometers, or (now that the EU is at odds with the US af-
ter the election of Donald Trump), by Brussels or Berlin, 
and never by the EU, Russian (the Russian Union) and the 
US together.

This is exactly what I call the main challenge for Euro-
pe today and in the near future. It is this challenge that our 
civi lization must fi nd an answer to.
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In its historical essence, our civilization has three sour-
ces, and when the US or the EU seek to represent its inter-
ests outside this civilization or, even more so, on its terri-
tory, their actions cannot be justifi ed and are irresponsible, 
since they ignore the interests of Russia, a natural part of 
the EAC.

No matter how far-fetched this scenario might seem, it 
is this development that can help the EAC out of the crisis 
caused by the arrogance of the United States, the split per-
sona of the EU and the fact that Russian interests are habit-
ually ignored. Sooner or later, I am sure, we will undoubt-
edly come to something like this. Or we will simply vanish.

The survival strategy of Euro-Atlantic Civilization at 
the time of internal and external threats must include at least 
the following provisions:

1. Recognition, and documentary confi rmation of the
unity and the tri-partite character of the Euro-Atlantic civi-
lization, by means of signing the Euro-Atlantic Charter by 
the European Union, Russia and the US, and creation of the 
EAU (Euro-Atlantic Union). The Charter must include the 
main of the provisions described below.

2. Recognition of the unity of the Euro-Atlantic civili-
zation, which is based on:

— Christian cultural and civilizational tradition;
— Democracy and responsible use of the institute of 

civil and democratic rights and liberties in the interests of 
the entire Euro-Atlantic civilization, separate countries and 
people, its citizens;

— Refusal to use force to solve internal (intercivili-
zational) confl icts and unfair competition in all areas and 
spheres, including ideology;

— Collective responsibility for the fate of the Euro-
Atlantic civilization and for preserving its leadership posi-
tion in the world;

— Recognition of the fact of historic leadership and 
higher historical responsibility of three pillars of the Euro-
Atlantic civilization – Russia (the Russian Union), Europe 
(the European Union) and America (the United States of 
America). This must include recognition of responsibility 
of three major countries of the EAC for the territories his-
torically entrusted into their care;

— Consideration of historic uniqueness of develop-
ment scenarios of various EAC members and their responsi-
bility for emergency, development and functioning of dem-
ocratic institutions in different parts of the EAC by each of 
the three main members of the EAC in the borders of their 
canonical territories;

— Free competition between the three main pillars of 
the EAC and joint actions outside the EAC.

— Readiness of the EAC to competitive yet friendly 
neighborly relations with other civilizations of the Earth, 
protection of legal interests and assuring presence of the 
EAC on its canonical territories;

— Collective defense of canonical territories of the 
EAC from foreign interventions;

— Guarantee of free development of external territori-
al entities of other civilizations on the territory of the EAC, 
provided that they recognize the principles, ideas and mor-
al norms of the EAC;

— Possible admission of other countries and territo-
ries to the EAC after a free vote of their people and approv-
al of ascension by the highest legislative body of the Euro-
Atlantic Union. 

3. Foundation of the Euro-Atlantic Assembly (pre-par-
liamentary structure of the EAU, a standing body with four 
main goals):

а) Development of the EAU Constitution;
b) Adoption of decisions that will be obligatory for

all EAC nations, touching upon the interests of more than 
1 EAC member state;

c) Creation of collective bodies that will oversee the
common interests of the EAC before the adoption of the 
Euro-Atlantic Constitution;

d) Disbanding of all obsolete international bodies and
structures that do not correspond to the interests of the EAC 
as a whole that continue functioning on its territory.

4. Deputies of the Euro-Atlantic Assembly shall be de-
legated by parliaments of EAU member states according 
the following quotas:

50 deputies from the EU;
50 deputies from Russia (Russian Union);
50 deputies from the United States;
1 deputy from all other EAU countries that do not be-

long to the three main pillar countries of the EAC.
5. Any country of the EAU not part of any three main

constituent members of the EAC, shall be entitled to hold 
a referendum on admission of that country into one of the 
three main constituents on whose canonical territory it is 
located.

6. NATO shall be disbanded, and US troops will leave
the territory of Europe.

7. At least three currencies – the US dollar, the euro
and the Russian ruble – shall be used on the territory of the 
EAU. Use of other, national currencies shall be the legal 
right of any member country of the EAU.

8. Collective use of force of the EAU outside its canon-
ical territory shall be authorized by at least 75% of deputies 
of the Euro-Atlantic Assembly. In other cases, each of three 
main constituents of the EAC shall be entitled to act alone 
and be guaranteed the neutrality of other main constituents 
and members of the EAU, but not its support.

9. Territorial integrity and national security of any EAU
member state shall be guaranteed by other members of the 
EAU who will defend its members militarily in case of an 
outside invasion.

10. The canonical territories of Europe (the EU) and
the Russian Union shall be defi ned in direct negotiations 
between the two. We welcome the creation of a belt of neu-
tral countries between the EU and the Russian Union. These 
countries will be represented in the Euro-Atlantic Assembly 
separately from the EU and Russia.

The canonical territory of Russia (Russian Union) may 
include the former Soviet republics of Central Asia who 
will want to join the EAU.

The canonical territory of the US is the United States 
of America.

11. Reformation of the United Nations with considera-
tion of the created Euro-Atlantic Union.


